Saturday Oct 2nd 1933 1 AM.

I did not finish last week's epistles because I am so damn tired I could write no longer. I turn a better week alright. On Sun. we went on a picnic. survived Hijri Ward. went to dinner
with Mrs. Al Clara. went on a ship dinner party at the Club. got
back to B.O. at 1 A.M. Sunday started in Ujima at 8:30 AM.
I got there a little past 11 A.M. met Shining Al Alice, Mary, Judy,
Taft, Al Miki. went to hear end of the film. I had a small
picnic. Taft and I are trying to be very likeable but careless.
How, we heard in digirensi stark and Bears,
aal Gees - also with other. West in running. I went to Fred
in their place. The French girls are the most unusual
girls I've ever met. We had a small time.

This week has been busy with problems. So at meeting
with while here - one letter to Jo - yesteray. It was
was letter I like himself - the point we like it. I go and from
Dr. Larum and Dr. Carrion any one except Tim
Thed. I get very sick of this business. We'll be here. We're a whole
it'll be here. I think perhaps I should cut loose entirely from
this set up. I'm pretty disillusioned by the people that I suppose
to be in the fight. It seems with a yellow named O'Connor.

Still working. Also a Bank Committee today. The Board
has its program a Turkey - went on to Natural History little.
Paty with a small letter. We are a new child. Tonight,
will have inclusive dinner. Clara gave a party - included many
but too much sake. Going at B.O. at 12 of movie - too
late to bed.
The building put up was quite good - neglect of the poor facilities out in Agano. They were in an old navy factory. Quite a tangle of old structures. However, they did have fine study areas, especially in physiology at pharmacology, etc.

This was a badge during the exercises when Hiroshima Medical School became part of Hiroshima University as a National School. We had speeches by the Governor, mayor of Hiroshima, President of the University, etc. I made a brief speech in ABC Carmichael's place.
From: Brigadier R.V. FRANKLIN, OBE, Deputy Director of Medical Services.

HEADQUARTERS
British Commonwealth Forces Korea,

Dear Sirs,

The Deputy Director of Medical Services, Headquarters, British Commonwealth Forces Korea, has asked me to pass this message to you.

The accompanying sheet is the statement of figures which you requested for the period 1st December to 31st January, 19__.

The figures are based on the records of the Field Hospital, 5th Field Ambulance, and include statistics of the wounded and sick who passed through the Field Hospital and were subsequently evacuated to the General Hospital, 5th Field Ambulance, and to the main General Hospital, 5th Field Ambulance.

The figures show a total of 250 admissions and 200 discharges during the period mentioned. The majority of the cases were caused by road accidents and trench warfare.

I am pleased to inform you that the Field Hospital is functioning smoothly and efficiently, and that all necessary medical supplies and equipment are available.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

[Handwritten note:]

10/3/52

[Signature]
From: Brigadier R.V. FRANKLIN, OBE, Deputy Director of Medical Services.

HEADQUARTERS
British Commonwealth Forces Korea,
British Army Post Office No. 2.

25 Sep 53.

My dear Colonel,

1. Many, many thanks indeed for your hospitality and kindness in dealing with my batch of VIP’s yesterday. Sir Stanford Cade, Wang and Commander Dixon and Colonel Parrish were very thrilled indeed, and the latter told me that it is a highlight of his Eastern tour and an unique opportunity. He would not have missed it for anything.

2. I took the General on to Hiyam Jima, where we were blessed with moderately fine weather, and where we had an enjoyable time and a good lunch.

3. All our visitors went away feeling extremely happy, and as a senior representative of BCCK, I would like to thank you for your major part in keeping them entertained, interested and happy.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

Dr. Maloney, M.D.,
Atomic Bomb Casualty Centre,
A.P.O. 182.
October 4, 1953. Yesterday Fred and I went to Eta Jima to shop. Did not get much. Could not get Billy the belt he had left golf club. To write a nice letter more like himself. No news about grant in the program yet. In the AM we went to a lovely viewpoint at Shima University. They have a nice place opposite Uginga ocean looking the bay. We sat around I drank beer and Neal's wife danced a classical Japanese dance for me in Kanmon. Arrived early when we left as Fred and I walked around Hiroshima. Just for the night I had a cup of coffee at some boiled chestnuts.

This AM, Ted/ Tony had a run at 9AM. My name is David. Peggy had a short hair cut. We are in a Japanese hospital – we sent down a food box, for her. Meals not always such, but most of the day letter and report to Grant at Dr. Tannens. Wrote to Jo. Box is fixed to be sent out to New to be. On the way I stopped and purchased (4000 yen) 3 dishes for Jo. Birthday and Christmas presents. I like the dishes, hope she will too – will replace some that got broken.

It was a nice ride down, rather dark but it is always interesting. Thought many festivities along the way up there were held. Villages have dances and harvest ceremonies and acrobats. The little kids in their beautiful kimonos look so unflappably cute.

October 8, 1953. Thursday. Life continues to be hectic. Sunday and weekend, Monday I get a letter from Washington on the program from Dr. Cannon. He saw Made me sick. Continued temperature in Nagasaki. A little better or we have already gone a bad note

plane to close down sometime. On Jan. 31st. They will let the roof down after that. But I will see me sick. Second one then, promise the local problems at they try to tell us what to do! And don't know what will go on. Grant, he will be staying up shipping. Horse Nagasaki and yet he seems as if Bungo at 5th lane & we him over to an increased program down there!
Oct 8th. 41st.

That is absurd. I'll write a long letter to Dr Carman, also one to Grant. I have a report to Dr. Carman. I suppose I should keep my minutes short but I cannot let this go on without saying a protest. They have improved the whole idea of collecting accurate data - I think the 2:1 figure on the death has intrigued them. If they know the breakdown all know the difference and do they - they will not be as strange. Well, we shall see. I think my handwriting can have in what asked any way. I think they will probably figure out him regular. As I look for some M.O. people to take over - now I have been shown this in something walks while here. Well, my report is 2:1. If the date there will be my treat vindication. Guess I in what ready to go back to the minor leagues anyway.

Monday night. Sad to see. O. Bradley came up for cocktails with Clara & Dr. Will. Had to have Solomon play in Hrovachea.

It was very good. Went with uncle. Came back in Newer method in town. A. Solomon discussed express and piano concert. Little Mingo had a run in. What a swell little fellow he is! Dear, dear, what unity he should be in such a miserable time of it. You would have to be pretty cultured not to love that kid.

Wednesday occupied with writing reports. Letter. Tuesday, feeling at with Fred to movie, regular blend of ideas thing. met Seymour Badgley, I went in after a keen in local joint. Read place with usual girls but it was an interesting experience. Seymour really strikes me. Really Fred Seymour I in another with Seymour doing the talking. But some known Seymour, as we are treating well. Poor bird. All worm a little bit in Schen. Bored to death much better at tea. Heard the Sept. They are most pressing circumstance of a few means I Fred really relaxes! Actually, the known how to entertain people I somehow it could only happen in response. After you will never talk of stuff in ever talking into things girls. Of course they speak no English well, red hat!! I told coffee hence. back for Seymour!
ソロモン ビャノ・リサイタル
Picnic - Sunday Sept. 27th, 1953 - Lena and et a Juin

Alice Taft. May. July
Starting the fire


Marvin and myself coming in to Vearin.
Clara behind Marvin.

Marvin on the way home to Hijiyama.

Judy.

The water was small!
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Organisation: Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission
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Signature: W. H. Blandell, Colne.
June, Hutii, Me.
Sachin, myself, Yoshida, Horvitz May, 36.
Ready to go.

May, Hutii, July, myself
Waiting for Bode to get the car.

Fred
Owen, Ely

Starting the fire.
The water was very good.

Coming up to Ely's home
Saw me Picnic - Picnic by Sachin & his mom.
The City of God: Chapter IV. "And why is this no more than he has no conflict at all to maintain against his will?"

A more appropriate one might recently from the wisdom of Catholicism."

Sunday Oct 11, 1953. Time sure goes by. Has been a busy week again. I got a letter from Dr. Brown... along with the report, must save the copy as a report to Dr. Brown. I know there’s a lot of work on (1) the actual data especially the radiation effects on the bacterial and cytochrome studies. I have little idea what Dr. Brown is up to, he is an old guy (2) The longtine study of... but I won’t do his work... (3) Both squamous (4) papillary in eccrine... after all the recent work, Dr. Brown will love the report. I got the longtine study squared away. I think going to see Dr. Brown next Sunday, I think I’ll have most of the problem sorted out pretty well. Week 2, comes next week... I am really going to do in Nagekoh in the... old news was very encouraging to me how little attention to pay to need... our opinion. Well, I got my raise 1000 a year from the local... April 15th 1953. The will be a help. On Friday we had a cocktail party in... the BOQ and here comes reception next week. Mrs. Brown did a good job as chairman. That might mean, with ? and Seager, I don’t know why... we went to the VB one. It was interesting, we went to the Saloon and we dined not have to go to the "garage" as often. Kind a good time - food came in from... The cake was all dry and thick - cold was baked in same - played some tennis in the 4th with... Bob Taff and the Makers. We had... Fred Seager and I had to clear the way. It was not to do it against. Not to welcome Sat. nights! The Singer... not then. Worn out mean joints, druf, implement lovely girl see. Finally landed in the Singer and there the girl was... It was a... ABC party. Try remember Bob Jones at Brandall's. Of course, mb... the M.1. girl was there but she is getting a little...
Sunday most

I stayed at a beautiful Black house—there were no other people in the house. The lady who lived there was a striking beauty, quiet, refined, and Japanese. Her house was very clean and有序. bright but modest. She dressed in the traditional Japanese style, including a kimono, but spoke English fluently and could dance and drink. She told me that she loved the country and the people. She asked me if I would like to go to church on Sunday morning. I accepted, and we went to a church in Tokyo. I got up early and went to church. The church was very quiet, and the atmosphere was very peaceful. After the service, we went to have lunch at a nearby restaurant. The food was excellent, and the atmosphere was very pleasant. We then went to a park and had a nice walk. In the evening, we went to see a play at the Nakamura theatre. The play was about love and friendship.

On Monday, we went to see the famous Mount Fuji. The view was breathtaking, and the weather was perfect. We then went to the famous Shinjuku district for some shopping. We bought some beautiful clothes and souvenirs. In the evening, we went to a traditional Japanese restaurant and had a delicious dinner.

On Tuesday, we visited the famous Tokyo Tower. The view from the top was amazing, and we took many pictures. In the evening, we went to a traditional Japanese tea ceremony. It was a very relaxing and peaceful experience.

On Wednesday, we went to see the famous Tokyo Skytree tower. The view from the top was stunning, and we could see the entire city. In the evening, we went to a traditional Japanese restaurant and had a delicious dinner.

On Thursday, we visited the famous Meiji Shrine. The atmosphere was very peaceful, and we took many pictures. In the evening, we went to a traditional Japanese restaurant and had a delicious dinner.

On Friday, we went to see the famous Roppongi Hills. The view from the top was amazing, and we had a nice walk. In the evening, we went to a traditional Japanese restaurant and had a delicious dinner.

On Saturday, we visited the famous Akasaka Palace. The architecture was very impressive, and we took many pictures. In the evening, we went to a traditional Japanese restaurant and had a delicious dinner.
Oct 20. This Journal is being neglected. Received from Grant Dr. Cannon write yesterday — didn’t seem put out by my letter — Don Mead arrived at 1. had a long talk with him tonight. I think he will fix up the hallowed end of things here. Apparaly Bratina not at entirely well yet. Dr. Morton came Nov 1. all week worked with Free at Tuba. one week and Mater take hunt on Sat. Very good time. many trouble I had took Boys. I think in few night after exam. I think they passed it. have had some exciting cases. Mrs. Shimakawa had acute appendicitis. operated on and had appendectomy. Hospital died bed. died about 12. Dr. Chang was here. turned out to have polio. I went get to work on the lab work. Last night celebrated with Fred a movie. I Meet at the Laguna. Too much Sales. Today I get Fred and extended than Gen. Kameyama.

Clara Manzella Car at work but she is the ABC Building.

View of Hiroshima from Hijiyama.
FRIDAY 16 OCTOBER
8 PM

Spend an evening in
Nirashima. Came see
our B.O.Q on Kijyama.

"Reception" at B.O.Q. First party all quite a success.
Jeff Doy did the above imitation.

B.O.Q. Workers on road.
October 22, 1953.

I'm still sore from my recent meeting. Clara told me I slept well and my sleep was good, but I really need more sleep. However, we are trying to get back on track. I got back to work on Monday, working on some new projects. Dr. Korin called me on Thursday and said we need to start thinking about the future of the hospital. We need to prepare for a new era.

Dr. Tsuda said he and Dr. Harada will meet with Dr. Korin to discuss the future of the hospital. I'm not sure what to expect.

Clara is out for dinner at Plum Well. She's amazed at the new menu.

William C. Moloney, M.D., F.A.C.P.
Deputy Medical Director
Research Director
Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission
Hijiyama Park
Hiroshima City
Oct. 27, 1953

Well the days and weeks roll by - letters from Grant on Sunday - marked Oct 16th - news out of date but some things of interest. He feels more personal available - pathology in one year contract, also pediatrics in 1 yr. It seems to me they should take more people in 1 yr in depart. with continuous policy - like with Oma in Pitos or to take Fat Sullivan's place where she extends. This problem of personnel is the biggest problem of all - do wonder if they would give me a crack at it? I just don't think they go at it the right way at all. With the BAP all a stable set up - also new or organized they have a different problem entirely than they had. Well we shall see. Great return Tokyo - Oct 31st to Dr al in his hospital. Visit to Nagasaki a rather trouble. On next week the long journey trip. I think he will straighten out administratiion and I will help a bit. On the profession I rule, the space will be clear did we need them keep open? We need decent Japanese residents (hut with in Tokyo) Oka and Aikawa in Hiroshima medical school not sure of a reply since? 2 we need a group of 1 yr men at Fred (Dr) and Jack Lewis level - preferably from the junior could be 2 yrs? 3 we need a more mature of general interest but a driven al capabilti of organizing and doing research. 4. On the higher level 1 fellow should be interested in cancer k. with an interest in pathology 5. Better lab. facilities including a top watch bro. charts and an intensive laboratory. 6. Just may do have a few more general ones. Very gradually.

The nice letter from Taft et al. Martin, also Martin and Susji for the knife. We heard Dr. Forber.
From Duke here. On Sunday I Monday, he gave a talk on the P.E. system - heart to injury. I chatted with my stuff. He was very nice - I do not know whether to use impression on hit with the leukemia content. I do not think he was quite. I feel rather frustrated by the lack of interest in this work. I guess I have been evaluated too. The CAC certain does not check very kindly one it.

In fact, it has been rather a dull at it in pretty disconcerting except I feel in my own head that it is good work of world wide.

No work from J.R. at The Benton desk is probably just as well. We are getting tied up with B.S. in Will the section only now. John had to fix some sort of problem and will be researching this.

A.C. in the leukemia bank all. That with me on my mind.

Thurs. Oct. 29, 1953

Receiced 2 nice letters from Jo. She seems more like her old self. Had a rather hectic day yesterday. I do not figure to get out. Felt in still away, leukemia I'm very busy yet unless this day, for broke it at last. Started at myself do the work. On Wed. I panicked in the conference. Talked on curatives, too long. I perhaps not well.

At 4 I gave a talk at communicaton hospital. Dr. Hadsima in leukemia. He is a nice man. His case seemed to us fascinating. I think she is a chronic my'mytic leukemia and she has delivered a baby! Dr. Hadsima presented me with a nice deck by a famous contemporary, Robert. Also a scroll with it telling me about the artist. We met for dinner in terms with Frank Keeling, stuff of kindness.

Wakada mine went at a pleasant evening.
Nov 8th, 1953 Sunday

Hard to remember all that happens. Past 2 weeks have been hectic as usual. Fred got back from Korea, I got on the wrong side of Earl R. by not going to the big finals day last week-end. Don leased left, mill has been upset on what he realizes has been an impending change. I feel sorry for him. Received word from Bill Penuelick that “Blink” will be sold with nothing - quite a few revisions needed. But Dr. Finley write a nice note - at least some people think we are doing important things here. Past week, banquet in Boonton, head over par for good measure. Fred & I are getting to be regular customers at the VBar! Today we went out for 3 & 4 Cent, 2 write - too much really. Also 4 books - 8 or 9 of Monroe's Naval Fighting W.W. II are by Cronin “Beyond the Blue” & “The Deep Six” by O'Brian & The cabins Chal in Custer.

Grant called from Tokyo; Duncan 0-0 went up to give this talk on the genetics program. Yesterday to Nijmana to meet Grant at the station. They got in at 120 Hiro. Dr. & Mrs. Kuhn seemed real nice and people. Grant looked tired but had regained weight. Will write impressions of his conversations. But my feelings are that the news is not good.

Nov 13, 1953 Friday.

Last Sunday, a rather hectic party at Beverama & North Camp. went boat ride in island with Grant at the mountains. Grant took Kathie & gun along. Got a shot at 4 p.m. but he did not hit them. It was a beautiful day. Grant had a trip proposition for me to go with him and Ted & Walter to Houston, Texas. New research center etc. I am afraid I threw a lot of cold water on it. Grant seemed upset and distressed. He looks better but I wonder if he is not disappointed at losing the Commission. He does not
Matsutake Picnic October 17th 1952
Woods beyond Koi

Beautiful woods and plenty of mushrooms. The sukiyaki was delicious. Sake and funshido but sake.

Alice
Margaret
Scarborough
Clara
Miss Batchelder
Mrs. Hentshoku
Judy
Mary

Leichi

Judy
Pakuda-san
Kumu-san
Mary Nakano
Mita Matsutake

Sukiyaki
Miss Batchelder

Waiting to get salt

Miss Sherwood
Neal Tsukiiji's Farewell Party
Makarachi, Nov. 4, 1955

Marvin getting hit on the head into paper club.

Alice myself.

Seki

Some of the girls

Neal playing funny games of base ball

Takiko Enoki
Mary F. Kurosawa - myself Mary N.

Fedo - relaxing

Fred Meal Mary Jack Kono-San

Kono-San Bowling

The medical department.
B.O.0 Party Oct 16th 1955

Peggy, Terry, Cassy, Fred, Jack Lewis, Jeff Dog, Steene Lewis

Roger, Pat, "Bobby", Visitor from India
Hiitt, Casey, Hahn, myself.

at the bar

Brig. P. Franklin

Pictures taken by Bruce Major at the Cocktail party - part of an informal opening night. First party in the B.O.P.

Lowell Woodbury.
Ugina - Edori
by Seicho's day
of the medical
present
Sunday, Sept 27th
1953

Alice Shigemura
Mary Nakano "Imoto-san"

The Boat - Sept 1953
Out in the water off Mijimura
ABC - BGO at Hijiyama Hill

Air photograph taken by Mick O'Kellman on Nov. 5 1953

Don Meik
Nov 13th. - Cont.

... seem to have any definite plans. We could go into F.H.C.; Dr. Buys here writes him. However, he insists he wants to do medicine and research. I think he has gone by that opportunity, and I should face it. I take at U.C.L.A. and will not take A.B.C.E. Grant then of course will not do it. Nor will N.R.C. will lose the A.B.C.E. contract. It should be in the hands of a medical school. Too bad. F. Souur is not sure. It may be an ideal Grant administrator. I want to confer with the evening it for the Reed church. Low Fr. Kripp -不顾 - was dedicated by Bishop. I cannot. (left my suit material at tailor, have the suit cut.) Worked hard last week. Bob and I came on Wednesday; off to Nagasaki yesterday for 6 weeks on cataracts. Know about Fred and I to Meheran, for Suez, to Dubai and to Middle East. (tired last) Tension to M. for a quiet. D. A. is in hospital at Woodburn; house. I went to Bigg's, also to Tom. They told them did get doing plans. April 1st to have my old job ready. See no hope of any other plan - would like to work on their leukaemia problem at A.F.C. London.

Nov 15th. Sunday.

To Knue to meet Frank Killeen. I played hockey with John Thomson, who leaves the 20th for Australia - also new R.A. John Morgan, dentist at B.C.F.K. J.F. and I went. We had gone V.H. to Cannes. Frank has a nice house there, right on the edge of the Mediterranean. Then to B.O. four Bobbitts and then to Plainwell where we had a nice dinner - tempting. It was very good. Marvin's father, Bob and I. Think in Japan's when we danced, drink cola and played cards tricks. We had a good time. We arranged - we got much better than at. Felt right on box out of it dim.

Nov 21st. Saturday AM

We went today as a "make-up day" for next Friday. I left Hiroshima on Monday and went to Hakata on the Nankai (Kimono) Express. Arrived at 11:30 a.m. and I went out to the Japanese style house where I met his wife, Ruth, and the Obamas and his wife's parents. I was taken to the P.B. B. from the hotel with the Obamas.

We had a nice meal and I visited the retired Japanese director of "Sakura" the Chilean Beer Co. He tried to have us drinking the other half but we managed to leave by 11:30 a.m. I stayed at the "Osaka" in Tsuruoka. To Hakata on 4:15 train in Am. Talked with the Obamas. Then to Kyushu Medical School. A very nice and intelligent. Attended the tour of steel works near by. Got bombed plenty with a bomb landed in the school. Nice group of doctors, many spoke English. Some of the talks again, this time in translation. Used slides - students with slides. Quite impressed with this group. Then to Nagasaki - arrived at 9:15. Took me home in a late steam in the kitchen. Bob Evans, Lowell, Seymore, Brame and W. Scarbrough all down there also C. E. group of Am. Cultural Center. So plenty of people. Next AM went in the school again. They are doing well 2,800 done now. Building quadratics. Over 9,000 quadratics in school (over 2,000 in one). Bob getting his tan in 30. We had a nice day at the island. Went out at night with Bob, Ken, Lowell and Joe. We had an interesting evening. Took us to a very good club very Parisian type of place. Tiny it descriptively boring.
I knew the girls were friendly as usual but a little bit out of character - as was the place. All sorts of characters from militay stars showed up. We drank tea.

The Atomic bomb center

ATOMIC BOMB CENTER
OUTLINE OF DAMAGE

ON 9 AUGUST 1945 AT 11.02 A.M. AN ATOMIC BOMB EXPLODED IN THE AIR JUST ABOVE THIS LOCATION, KNOCKING DOWN ALL THE BUILDINGS IN THE URAHAMA AREA. THE BLAST WAVE ON THE NORTH-WEST SIDE OF THE EXPLOSIVE WAVE DISTRESSED THE EXPLOSIVE WAVE. THE PITUITARY GLAND WAS NEEDED. DESCRIPTION. THE OUTLINE OF DAMAGE IS GIVEN HERE.

1. BURNED AREA 73,168,000 sq. ft.
2. DAMAGED HOUSES 18,600
3. TOTAL DESTRUCTION 1,574
4. TOTALLY COLLAPSED 1,326
5. MAJOR DESTRUCTION 559
6. INJURIES 128,820 PERSONS
7. DEATHS 73,884 PERSONS (INCLUDED LATER DEATHS CAUSED BY ATOMIC DISEASE 76,798)

I spoke at the Medical School to faculty of 3rd year class. We went back to Hiroshima. Spent Thursday night (September 12) with the train at 11:30 p.m. and drove me to Hijikawa for a coffee and fire.
The factory of the Mitsubishi works.

The Roman Catholic Church at Urakami. 700m.
Tennis at Hiroshima Tennis Club
(October 1953)
Meal in Clara's apartment.

The first cocktail party at the B.O.Q. Oct. 9, 1953.

Clara - Anu-san
Medical Picnic Oct 10, 1953

Mary  Judy  Matwi  myself

Lunch tasted good.
Yamashita Nochka.

Looking the boat at Haruga.
Nov. 24, 1953. Worked Saturday and got some things done - 7:00 10 P.M.

Sunday, went down to Kane, we rode through the hills above the tan. Beautiful view of farms and the valley. Circled around to try to hit the back to Kane. At Kane Club. Friend Kishi joined us, hence no drink at Kane Club - not very good. Kane not like Honolulu, cheap, gaudy, bare, with sophisticated girls - no like atmosphere. Blame it on the military and sailors. To Tanaka for a few then "home." Last night (Monday) big party for Dr. Morton at the Raska. It was an elaborate affair. Mayor, hundreds of prefecture or city medical society, hundreds of hospitals, etc. We had a fine time. Read glitchy girl danced at, we played all the games. Also very good Japanese food - raw fish, soups, tempura, etc. Tanaka, Saka, Kurihara, Sasaki, etc. said, "Japanese custom - 2 nd party! So off we went to Kupa. Met speed of old friends who greeted me - Pappa-san! We had a lot of fun. But I watched the girls on top of stage, it was really good. They were lovely musicians. The top girl played the accordion - very well. Dr. Morton is a very good spirit. Got joined in also, as was not on reserved as he usually is - the rule acted down lately. He went to Kayama today, it P.M. and his Morton.

Nov. 25, 1953. Received a beautiful lavender turmoil and set of 4 dishes from my doctor in Kayama University School. It is a beautiful thing. Must write it thank you. Worked on the paragraph. Dr. Morton asked to write an Exchange of Oral Question for Blom Gruns. I think it write a short report in 5 hours. Remide to illustrate a point in the statistical handling of data. I'll read it in to him when him make another the plate.
Nov. 25th 1953

Today I had a wine headache. Ran out to buy Tylenol. I was in a hurry, so went to buy it. He had to go to bed at 6. I went to bed. He had to come to the remote magnetite. I have to be there. I have to be there. I have to be there.

Nov. 26th

I had to go to the hospital at 6. I went to bed. He had to be there. I had to be there. He had to be there. He had to be there. He had to be there.

Nov. 28th

Out to work Satans for Thanksgiving. I went in the morning. I had to get up early. I had to be there. I had to be there. I had to be there. I had to be there.
Nov 29th (Cont)

I went for to Kure and stayed with the Brigade in the B.C.F.K. dance in a hotel. Got into my dress clothes and there after a few whiskey's. Col. Macara comes with us. It was a very nice dance, good band, singers, piper, Scotch dancers and many people I knew. The Brig. said to it I had a good time. Met a girl from Cork, Anne Morrow. She remembered me working at the hospital. Nice girl, real drunk and a good sport. Excellent dance. She is Red Cross under.

Sat. and drove back from Kure played tennis with whole gang of A.B.C. & all. Mostly Mustafa, Harry, etc. Worked in afternoon, then had my party, had invited many ad her husband but she could not come. Since he does not speak English, I guess he does not like to go out. Anyway, Chang, Bobe, Dr. al hir, Melki, But al Wartini, Toft all came to a club supper (65¢ each) also Major Edwards (all by Clara). He, Major al Jade went to see the Kukeh. Spent at the Toisona theater. It was not bad. We had coffee at Toft's. Ken But was ill. Then & drove the Melki's ad Ken & we. Up at 7 A.M. This Wos moving. It has turned cold. Went to Kure to 8 30. Went, played tennis with Frank Killiken a British doctor & John Morgan. 3 sets. It warmed up. We played 3 hands of a heart. Lunch at the Club, a few whiskey's, Chevy for lunch & drinking whiskey al screen. Dinner at Frank's quarters - actually Don't. Wright let me use his room. With breakfast at the hear. They want think I have at this! Sara a little much better. She probably has anemic blood. Tomorrow expected to get in the patients. Must once, may have to pick me at bed, not reach, really not surprised. Worked tonight on the papers.
Dec. 8th Saturday.

Had a hectic week. Opened work on Nov 30th Monday—2 pts now
man & inspected S.B.E. the other liquor is connecitng failure.

Tuesday Dec 1st I broadcast a 3 min. speech over NHK, to
be recorded & sent to Tokyo & hence broadcast at 1130 PM
Dec 10th to the U.S. That am I got a call from Tokyo Council to
come at once to Nagasaki on 8 as Sunday was bad. Got the 30 club
G train. Along rode up most of the crew due to find another
American GI who we arrived found on fire in the train.

All at 800 in Fukuoka, visited a Col. Cox with Lewel Kelty
who had seen Bob in Nagasaki. Promised to come to
Fukuoka any depart the next time for a talk to staff there.

Rode to Nagasaki via train, met three for a talk to staff there.

Nagasaki was still around as but many of the shops
are scene it in a beautiful part of Japan, especially to wards
Urjbin at the Kokonai area near valley of Cove
of hill leading down to the sea. I read on the way down,
reprinted Hoppe's lectures of Copeland — went onto
at some quotations which are very good. I liked the book
very much. Regale a Villa, makes me work last & is
interesting. Bob was a better who I got them. Stair on emotionally
upset by small at the whole business with an early P.M. of another
small unit to do too much in the project & Bob wants to get here.

And to quit — I wonder that they will continue. I can't connect
and the presence of tone in either city or capacitor of Paris
with a longer study is done. Stayed there

Thursday Col. Menke & Brig. Mullen came down. We met
small plan to bring it to Rome at 1030 PM & got the
home & finally — we drove the jeep to the rail & we got in goes
at the WarOffice — A cheerful point to compare one. Came back
on the Virgin yesterday. Worked today (compensation day).

It snows Dec 13th. Went out to eat dinner on the entirely
Tony cut to Tony's with Adventure, Wash, Terry & Allen Seghi.
Dec 7th. Monday.

Went to 7:30 pm Mass in Kneehima. It was cold in church.

Worked in AM. Then we played our ball game with the Hiroshin

_DETAILS REDACTED FOR PRIVACY_.

I played 3rd in, we win, it win 7-3. Made H.P. Japanese ball.

_details redacted for privacy_. We had been often minds the medical
society headquarters. Then Clark, Fred & I came out to time

*Details redacted for privacy*...

*Details redacted for privacy*.

Got some _[redacted for privacy_] from Dr. Haddow. went

write to him.

Dec 10th. Saturday.

*Details redacted for privacy*.

*Details redacted for privacy*.

*Details redacted for privacy*.

*Details redacted for privacy*.

*Details redacted for privacy*.

*Details redacted for privacy*.

*Details redacted for privacy*.

*Details redacted for privacy*.

*Details redacted for privacy*.

*Details redacted for privacy*.
On the Roof of BG - Hiroshima in background

Fred and Mary - my office

Mick, myself, orchard, lunch on the terace - BG

Desk in old office

Fred in a serious mood

"Coffee time"  Fred, Sherry, Jeff, Jack, Batch.
Mr. and Mrs. Hiroo Ohara
request the pleasure of
Dr. William C. Moloney's
company at dinner
on Friday, December the Eleventh
at Five O'clock, P.M.
at Koran, Koi-machi, Hiroshima
Dec 18th Friday. Kind of a lonesome evening. Clara and Fred went out for aChinese meal at the movies - Sherry Batti, Marguerite and Bob went also. I took Mary and Kano-san to dinner then took Kano-san and his wife home. Kano-san lives way on the other side of Tucson in the hills. Got back at 11:30 P.M. Read a very long novel. Put in ed

June Sunday and finished the rewrite of Paper 1 et al. Also got started on the basic sketch of a draft chemical summary. Also collected all the 1953 chemical data. Marvin will run an analysis with me on only uranium cases to 1953 central population figures. I'd like to put that in the A17A. I worked Monday till 10. Then by till 11 it was till 11:30 P.M. We got done at 7:45 A.M. A long day. Tired. Friday I was tired so slept at 9 P.M. Had no serious hospital cases this week. Yuma case in the group of mononctic leuk. who delivered a baby. S eradicate 2.4% barley hulls at 30,000 use in first - started now in Tucson - also tried 1.7 Tons (also in up to 127,000) in Yamami. Yamanami went from 22,000 to 30,000 after 1 week of 2 mg a day. Alley has a new Dr. Hugh L. in 18 yr old boy — 20 per. at 1000 a day & asymptomatic. Started him on 0 mercapturic. Alley started from old mayo motor on 6 mercapturic. 50 mg a day (2 mg per level) Alley saw Watanabe at municipal hospital — he is a puzzle — probably not myel. bone —

leukemia. Acute & retroperitoneal cell tumors? We had a good talk by Bob Hidley. On this Bill, he had swallowed words twice. May our fates blend with? S.B.F. gave us a beautiful written letter — really much expressing his gratitude for which we are very grateful. Called from Tokyo — he leaves today for the U.S.A.
Hiroshin in a municipal government with the medical society's party for Grant and Dr. Morton. Nov. 23, 1952

Baseball

Dr. Kaneda

Grant and Dr. John Morton

Dr. Morton and Grant Inself

Geisha Girl
Mayor Harri looking on.

Japanese 2nd party

At the Lupin.

View of the table.
Dec 18th (Cont.) I went to So. Teakland Country Club for 30.00 for Fred.

Cordner para more than expected. F think it over today. Will see

Tired tonight.

Dec 21, 1953 Monday. Well, Saturday was my birthday,
and it was a very nice experience. First, Bred, Mary, Marguerite,
Clara and I went to a surprise party at the nursing office at 11 A.M.
All the nurses, doctors
and secretaries gave "Happy Birthday" to Mary and I. One of the nurses presented
me with a toy microscope and a toy racquet and ball.
I love a very nice thing for them to do. I had been feeling
pretty blue day before. We went Sat. back. Fred and I went
out to dinner at the U.S. Sat. night. Satin a good movie and
the usual monthly party and around. I'm starting to get a little
sick and I think it will be nice to give her a little
heath. Some of the girls are much nicer. Sunday we had some excellent
food at Col. Free's Bistro. Frank and I myself at the Kink Club. Frank
and I ate at the same place. We walked over to see Mr. Kopp. He was in good
spirits; the organ arrived. It is quite nice. It is inscribed
From Dr. and Mrs. Kopp; in memory of Mrs. Thomas Ward at with love,

for Peter played several Christmas hymns on it and were delighted. I had
for Peter played several Christmas hymns on it and were delighted. I had
a small package for him from 50 at your loan 7.00. Frank Ward sent him
a check for 25.00. We walked down the Hanover, very nice.

I went to 6 1/2 mile to bed and dinner at the house with Fred.

After, we had a few drinks in the lounge with Col. Mahone and Fred.

After, we had a few drinks in the lounge with Col. Mahone and Fred.

After, we had a few drinks in the lounge with Col. Mahone and Fred.

After, we had a few drinks in the lounge with Col. Mahone and Fred.

After, we had a few drinks in the lounge with Col. Mahone and Fred.

After, we had a few drinks in the lounge with Col. Mahone and Fred.

After, we had a few drinks in the lounge with Col. Mahone and Fred.

After, we had a few drinks in the lounge with Col. Mahone and Fred.

After, we had a few drinks in the lounge with Col. Mahone and Fred.

After, we had a few drinks in the lounge with Col. Mahone and Fred.

After, we had a few drinks in the lounge with Col. Mahone and Fred.

After, we had a few drinks in the lounge with Col. Mahone and Fred.

After, we had a few drinks in the lounge with Col. Mahone and Fred.

After, we had a few drinks in the lounge with Col. Mahone and Fred.

After, we had a few drinks in the lounge with Col. Mahone and Fred.

After, we had a few drinks in the lounge with Col. Mahone and Fred.

After, we had a few drinks in the lounge with Col. Mahone and Fred.

After, we had a few drinks in the lounge with Col. Mahone and Fred.

After, we had a few drinks in the lounge with Col. Mahone and Fred.

After, we had a few drinks in the lounge with Col. Mahone and Fred.
and many walked the car all in it. Tuesday Dec 22nd
received to go to bed early at 8:15 AM was told
when Duncan got off on a train. It started to rain heavy
while I was in my room. Polly and Clara came in then
while it was raining hard. I lay in bed for hours
and a half when I got up at 11 PM, and went out on the
11:15 train. The train was very late. It was pouring
rain and I was soaked. We had dinner at 7:30 AM.
Next day, I was touched. At noon Wednesday, all suits of presents
were given out. None of my Christmas presents arrived
except one box. One box from Tommy, a present from
Helen. R. would
had no presents. Later on we had the ABC party at
morning. Dr. Tsukui was down on Tuesday for lectures on the
effects
of the A Bomb - he did much good in rehab. I did not feel
well and was not very good. I got up late. We left for the BOP all
the medical depot. We were supposed to be at the Ichinomiya at 6 PM, but we
stayed and had a few drinks at the BOP. The 5:30
train to get to the restaurant. I was feeling miserable
and felt not well. The party was not much of a success but we
came back to the BOP later but there was no paper in the room. It
was very late. We drove home for coffee, got home very late. Felt miserable at that night of
all day. Thursday I felt as if I had not been eating. A chimp bear
wouldnae, was. Told one child. Clara and Dean
were very good - they all got in bed at 36 hrs. I got a
cable from Emma. I told the
and Officers of the
British Commonwealth General Hospital
request the pleasure
of the Company of
Dr. Haloney
at a Cocktail Party
on
Monosday 21st December
RSVP
P.M.C.

6pm - 8pm.

Dear my kid, she got my present up to the office so my room
looked a little better. A had to face up Christmas eve Man - also
felt very Christmas but here able to get down in church at 4pm.
also little of Christmas every I went to bed about 8.30 pm. Some
man upset on move days, do a chimney. Very quiet Christmas.
Saturday (Dec 26th) doubled all day 12 hrs - to radical 10 30pm
Sunday I got up late worked most of day, went to Kure in PM to
Confession & Mass & Communion. Fell better after that - we
written to Pat & Jo. Had dinner at Kure & F & Keppe 3 with
Chaplins - F Kennedy (Canadian) Fr Sexier (British) & Fr. Kofulski
US. Fath K. was there too. All uncle people. Back at 11 PM.

Over week at we got have Red and not Red, his friends - Ted did
letter to Bob L. putting his boards, accepted by ACP with all
also letter from Glen Brown.

Monday Dec 28th a very nice guy from Dublin, Major Papek, came
wrote me out of the article to Bob.
Baseball Game Dec 7, 1953  Hiroshima Medical Society vs ABCC Doctors  C ABCC 8 Hiroshima (25-6)

Mayor Hanai Grant  J. Morton Orkahi
Grant's Sayonara party -
Orkahi showing J.M. how to use Hashi.

Beer party after ball game
at Medical Society building
Takadanbo Beer.
View of Hiroshima looking down from Hijiyama

Taken by Mike O'Halloran from a plane on November 5th 1953.
Grant speaking to the ABCE people December 14th 1953. Day he left Hvarailina. Duncan. Fred and went at myself against the wall.

Other pictures - upper one on opposite page, Sherry and Betsy with Dr. Modelo, Grant and the Governor O'Hara at the tea in 80's Dec 7th.

Below, Grant greeting my good friend Hideo Sato. Little Mary (Fuji Kana) and Big Mary (Macario) on the left.